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Do you believe that celebrities are ill-treated by the media or it is the price they have to
pay for their stardom? Regardless of fame, should their privacy be respected or not?

As the digital age dawned upon us, the emergence of social media platforms prominently
changed the way we communicate as well as perceive the whole world around us. While the
lives of celebrities have always intertwined with media, they are often mistreated by media
outlets especially tabloids that tamper with their right to privacy. The media coverage of a
celebrity essentially shapes how they are perceived by the public and it is often said that media
holds the power to bring an individual to fame.

In my opinion, the ill-treatment of celebrities by media outlets is quite prevalent. While many
believe that it might be the price of being famous, the media still holds the responsibility to give
every celebrity that right to protect their private lives. Many famous personalities might utilise the
media coverage to maintain a certain image, it still does not equalise to the capacity of
manipulation the mass media holds. I definitely support the argument that regardless of fame,
every individual’s privacy should be respected. Celebrities are also human beings and feel the
same emotions regardless of how famous they are. With social media becoming a significant
part of everyone’s lives, we have more access to follow our favourite celebrity closely as
compared to earlier times. On the other hand, celebrities should also be aware of their use of
social media and how they are impacting their fans.

To conclude, it is true that media outlets mistreat and tamper with the privacy of celebrities to
fulfil their own selfish motives. It is important that every news media outlet follows journalistic
ethics and presents its news reports in a fair and objective manner while also ensuring that they
are treating celebrities with respect keeping in mind that they also have the right to secure their
privacy in the way they want to.


